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TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Press Group are able to provide a full end to end
telecommunications service offering everything from
line installations, both office and mobile telephony,
personalised numbers and broadband for all
businesses whether you are a sole trader or
multi-site PLC organisation.

UTILITIES AT HOME
Through our Gold Partnership with the energy suppliers
we can provide great savings for your contracts at
home through our very own price comparison portal
that can be found on the website.

ELECTRICITY
REDUCTIONS
The UK Electricity market is very volatile with rates
changing daily making its important to manage your
usage. Press Group offer a wide range of energy services and
technologies ranging from solar to voltage optimization to
help monitor and reduce your electricity costs.
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GAS REDUCTIONS
With gas prices forever rising a great way to increase
your bottom-line is reducing your consumption. We have
many products and services that offer savings and can
massively cut down your gas overheads.

UTILITY PROCUREMENT
Press Group looks after around 8,000 sites across
the UK giving us a high level of buying power which
results in massive savings on energy procurement for
all our customers
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WATER AUDIT
Due to the water market being divided into monopolised
regions suppliers often invoice businesses incorrectly
on a range of charges. This often goes unnoticed due
to the complexity of pricing structures. We have the
knowhow and experience to help out and check for any
billing issues there may be prior to the water market
deregulation scheduled for 2017.

NEW METER
INSTALLATIONS
Press Group are able to provide the full utilities package
from start to finish on gas, electricity and water on new or
existing commercial, industrial and residential building
projects. We can manage the project from initial design,
to utility connection, right through to negotiating the best
rates and terms.

LED LIGHTING
LED is one of the most effective methods of reducing
your electricity overheads and carbon footprint as they
use up to 83% less electricity than conventional lighting.
LED also lasts up to 10 times longer than the alternatives
equating to a further saving on the maintenance.
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